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Abstract. In the context of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI),

volunteers are not involved in the decisional processes. Moreover, VGI

systems do not offer advanced historical analysis tools. Therefore, in this

work, we propose to use Data Warehouse (DW) and OLAP systems to analyze

VGI data, and we define a new DW design methodology that allows involving

volunteers in the definition of analysis needs over VGI data. We validate it

using a real biodiversity case study.

Keywords: OLAP · Data Warehouse · Volunteered Geographic Information

GDSS

1 Introduction

Crowd science (i.e., citizen science or volunteer science) has been defined as “online,

distributed problem-solving and production model” [4]. Well-known examples of

crowdsourcing systems are Wikipedia1, forums, etc. In crowdsourcing systems the users

of the community add, delete and modify contents (ex: forum answers, documents, etc.)

until achieving an agreement. In the context of geographical data, crowdsourcing has

been defined as VGI (Volunteered Geographic Information). VGI is “the mobilization

of tools to create, assemble and disseminate geographic data provided by volunteers”

[18]. VGI allows managing amounts of geo-localized data (e.g. Openstreetmap2), and

it is widely used in different application domains i.e. urban, biodiversity, risks, etc.

Usually, volunteers are data producers and passive consumers of VGI data analyses

provided by organisms/enterprises. This “bottom-up data supply and top-down data

analysis” paradigm represents an important barrier for the development of volunteers’

1
https://www.wikipedia.org.

2
https://www.openstreetmap.org.
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observatories, since data producers feel excluded from the decision-making process

[13]. Moreover, as highlighted in [2] VGI does not present analysis functionalities to

scope huge volumes of geospatial data. Therefore, the analysis of VGI using Geo-Busi‐

ness Intelligence (GeoBI) has been proved as an effective solution [2]. In particular, VGI

are designed for operational tasks and complex analysis on small spatial data, whereas

Spatial On-Line Analytical Processing (SOLAP) systems are more relevant for analysis

based on exploration of massive spatial datasets stored in Spatial Data Warehouse

(SDW) [12, 17]. Since DWs are conceived according to data sources and users require‐

ments, the more the DW model reflects stakeholders’ needs, the more stakeholders will

make use of their data [12, 15], implying social (e.g. welfare improvement) and econom‐

ical (e.g. sustainable agriculture) benefits. Providing GeoBI applications fitting the VGI

community’s analysis needs, will represent important social and economic advances,

since: (i) new required and effective analysis possibilities on numerous different crowd‐

sourced data will be possible (urban, agricultural, risks, environmental data, etc.), and

(ii) volunteers will be more and more motivated to collect data. Therefore, this work

aims at moving volunteers from data suppliers to volunteered data analysts by means

of a new kind of OLAP systems, as described in the next.

Our Vision: In the same way as methodologies of data validation adopted by existing

crowdsourcing systems (OpenStreetMap, Wikipedia, etc.), in Fig. 1 we present our

vision of a new OLAP system (OLAP2.0). The main idea is to allow volunteers

to express separately their requirements for OLAP analysis, in a first step. These require‐

ments will then be translated to multidimensional (i.e. DW) models. Next, these OLAP

models are submitted to a set of particular volunteers called committers, who are fully

involved in the project and highly experimented in the crowdsourced data. [12] empha‐

sizes on the necessity of data stewardship (conducted by committers in our approach)

to solve issues related to the lack of users’ experience in queries specification and data

ownership/sensitivity problems encountered by organizations during DWs implemen‐

tation process. Hence thus, committers decide whether to implement crowdsourced

requirements (i.e. multidimensional models) of volunteers or not, according to their

expertise to judge the relevance of requirements. After that, the DW expert designers

are in charge of implementing models agreed by committers (Fig. 1). Finally, the new

OLAP models are implemented and made available to all users that can visualize,

explore and analyze data (Fig. 1).



Fig. 1. OLAP2.0 methodology

Investigated Issues: In this work we focus on issues related to the design of multi‐

dimensional models from crowdsourced requirements. Let us note the fact that our

use of VGI data does not cover the data quality validation/investigation, we apply

our methodology on already cleansed VGI databases.

Several design methodologies for DW have been proposed [7, 15], however, when

decision-makers are volunteers and they are different from those who decide the rele‐

vance of the requirements, they:

(i) Only represent few potential users of the OLAP system, so their specific analysis

needs may be perhaps not those useful for most final users;

(ii) Can have different backgrounds (e.g. scientists, citizen, etc.), which can lead

to multiple contradictious interpretations of the same requirement. When stake‐

holders have divergent goals, it becomes problematic to maintain an agreement

between them from a requirement-engineering point of view [9, 21];

(iii) Are not skilled in DW, and sometimes, also in Information Technologies (IT), thus

it remains possible that they do not correctly or clearly formalize most of their

needs;

(iv) Can be numerous, making conflicts management an extremely complicated task;

(v) Are not “employed” by the project, their involvement time in the project is limited,

and so they cannot exhaustively, accurately and correctly define their require‐

ments;

(vi) They are geographically distributed over different locations;

Therefore, requirements elicited by volunteers can present [21]:

– Similarities i.e. the same multidimensional elements are separately defined,

– Differences i.e. Different definitions of the same multidimensional elements, and

– Conflicts i.e. irrelevant or erroneous multidimensional elements definition.

Hence, dealing with these particular stakeholders using the existing DW methodol‐

ogies is not possible since the existing DW methodologies:

(a) Require advanced knowledge of OLAP main concepts (because of iii);

(b) Assume that users are effectively involved in the project, which makes all

their needed requirements well and completely defined (because of i, ii and v);



(c) They do not handle the cases where large number of multidimensional models

can be generated (because of ii, iv);

(d) They deal with domain experts only, so they have no need to manage Inconsistent

definitions (because of ii, iv, v).

To address these issues, based on main principles of requirements engineering [21]

and in particular using the Groupware tools approach [21], we propose an innovative

collaborative DW design methodology using a Group Decision Support System (GDSS),

to help committers to decide whether to implement or not the crowdsourced require‐

ments of volunteers. Indeed, GDSSs are designed to support a group engaged in a

collective and collaborative decision process with geographically distributed users, they

are used in several domains e.g. workflows, user interfaces and databases design [19],

but not for DW. Moreover, to allow volunteers to easily crowdsource their requirements

(Fig. 1), we use the ProtOLAP methodology [3], a methodology for DW rapid proto‐

typing when computer science inexpert users supply data.

We validate our proposal in the context of the French ANR project VGI4Bio,

but several different VGI-based applications could be addressed in the same way.

The paper is organized as following: in Sect. 2 we describe our case of study;

Sect. 3 illustrates the proposed methodology; Sect. 4 presents the implementation and

validation of the methodology, and Sect. 5 overviews related works.

2 Case Study

In the context of project VGI4Bio3, we mobilize two VGI databases (Visionature

and Observatoire Agricole de la Biodiversité4 - OAB) to build SOLAP applications

to analyze farmland biodiversity indicators. Visionature and OAB have 7682 and 1500

volunteers that produce data, respectively. Among possible users interested in analyzing

these data, we have identified a huge number of users belonging to diverse categories

such as: volunteers that are interested in analyzing data to improve their data production

quality, their related daily practices, etc.; public and private organisms (DREAL,

Chambre d’Agriculture, etc.). At this phase of the project, we have identified some

volunteers, and a set of committers. Figure 2 shows three multidimensional models

defined by three different volunteers to analyze the abundance of animals, these models

answers queries such as: “What is the total abundance of birds per altitude, species and

week?” (Fig. 2a). On one hand, as for classical DW design methodologies, these require‐

ments can present the following issues: Similarities such as “abundance + SUM”, “day”,

etc., and Differences such as “Season_bio”, “behavior”, etc. On the other hand, since

for different goals, different volunteers have defined these requirements, the multidi‐

mensional model can present some Conflicts. For example, for the “abundance” measure

of some species, the data acquisition protocol requires that the observation last for a

particular duration or distance (ex: 10 m for butterflies). Therefore, this measure makes

no biological analysis sense, unless it is accompanied by the observation duration or

3
www.vgi4bio.fr.

4
Farmland biodiversity observatory www.observatoire-agricole-biodiversite.fr.



distance. These conflicts are not issued by the source data, but they are due to disparities

of knowledge and expertise in the application domain. Thus, they cannot be solved using

any automatic tool, but only by specialists. Moreover, due to the huge number of volun‐

teers in any VGI project, providing an implementation for each proposed model is unre‐

alistic because of its high human, temporal and economic costs. Therefore, we propose

to design one or only few models that represent an agreement for all volunteers solving

the Similarities, differences and Conflicts issues, instead of the classical DW imple‐

mentation. In the rest of the paper, we use a simple graphical representation of multi‐

dimensional conceptual models for reasons of brevity.

Fig. 2. SOLAP models of volunteers

3 OLAP2.0

In this section, we define the main steps of our volunteer design methodology for DW

design (Fig. 1). In the rest of the paper we use the terms ‘requirement’ and ‘model’ for

defining multidimensional requirement and multidimensional model, respectively. The

methodology is composed of the following steps:

1. Requirements elicitation, modelling and validation on data. It aims at collecting

requirements of each volunteer, translates them into models and validates them

on data source (Sect. 3.1).

The following two steps aim at solving issues of requirements as previously

described. Since requirements are translated into validated models, these following

two steps provide a refinement of the models from the previous step:

2. Solving Differences and Similarities of requirements. This step merges the different

volunteers’ models in order to solve Similarities and Differences issues, and gener‐

ates refined models. (Sect. 3.2), it is based on existing works that integrates data

marts.

3. Collaborative resolution of requirements’ conflicts. This step allows committers

to solve conflicts (Sect. 3.3).

4. The models that meet the committers’ agreement are then implemented.

It is important to underline that the collaborative design step has not been added from

the beginning of the design process for two important reasons:



(a) The lack of collaborative tools and methodologies for DW design,

(b) Since the impossibility of achieving an agreement among committers a priori,

moving the collaborative task after the models’ definition will grant us at least a set

of possible models that can be implemented.

Let us provide some notations used in the next: (i) An Indicator is the measure +

aggregation function; (ii) A cube is a model (dimensions and fact) (iii) A dimension d

is a directed acyclic graph (iv) A hierarchy is a path from root to leaf of d, e.g. the

Location dimension in Fig. 2a have 3 hierarchies: {Altitude –> region, Altitude –>

Department –> Region and Altitude –> Department –> Bio-geo_Location}.

3.1 Requirements Elicitation, Modeling and Validation on Data

This step is composed of two phases: the first is the requirements elicitation, and

the second is their translation into valid multidimensional models.

We use the ProtOLAP methodology and tool [3] for the elicitation of volunteers’

requirements. According to the elicitation of requirements practices [2], ProtOLAP

provides interviews, workshops, and prototyping. In particular with ProtOLAP, volun‐

teers explain their analysis requirements during meetings in natural language and using

word/excel documents [14]. Then, the DW experts transform them into a UML model,

defined using the UML profile ICSOLAP implemented in the commercial CASE tool

MagicDraw. Finally, the ProtOLAP tool generates a prototype cube from the expressed

requirements. This prototyped cube is used in an iterative process to support volunteers

eliciting their requirements e.g. models in Fig. 2.

After this elicitation phase, these cubes are validated by DW experts on data sources

using an existing hybrid DW design methodology [7, 15], and the DW experts associate

to each model a goal specification given by its definer to be used later at the third step.

For example, for the model of Fig. 2b, the owner volunteer announce, “This model is

for analyzing spatial and temporal coverages of VGI data”.

Let us note that, by using ProtOLAP, multidimensional requirements are simply

represented with pivot tables of prototyped cubes, which, as shown in [11], can be auto‐

matically translated into well-formed models. This allows us to avoid the usage of multi‐

dimensional requirements formalisms, which can be very complicated for our decision-

makers (i.e. volunteers). Moreover, the volunteers know very well the dataset since they

have already used and/or alimented it. Therefore, they can easily define some indicators

over the source dataset, which eases the validation of the requirements on the data

sources (such as in an on-demand data supply approach [3]). Finally, to avoid vocabulary

alignment issues during the elicitation phase with ProtOLAP, DW experts check and

oblige volunteers to use the same vocabulary when possible using a MagicDraw repo‐

sitory to keep a track of previously used terms for every specified requirement (such as

[1]). For example, for the temporal dimension, the “Time” dimension name is imposed.

To conclude, this step takes as input the requirements of each volunteer, and outputs

a set of multidimensional models that are validated on data sources.



3.2 Solving Differences and Similarities of Requirements

This step aims to solve Differences and Similarities among similar requirements

that were differently defined in step 3.1. This step is based on previous existing methods

of data marts design and integration [11, 15, 23]. In this paper, we provide our own

methodology only for comprehensibility purposes. To this goal, it refines these models

by merging them, which is achieved using the Dimensions algorithm of Fig. 3. For each

common measure, the algorithm fuses all dimensions of different models in one model.

In this way, when a volunteer expresses the same analysis subject i.e. the measure of

other volunteers, but using different dimensions/hierarchies, the Dimensions algorithm

returns the same analysis subject but enriched with dimensions of the other volunteers.

For example “F1” model in Fig. 5 is the fusion of the two cubes “abundance_2” and

“behaviour” based on their common measure “Abundance” with their common dimen‐

sion “Species”, their non-common dimensions “Behaviour” and “Users”, and their non-

conformed dimensions “Time” and “Location”.

Fig. 3. Dimensions algorithm Fig. 4. Hierarchies algorithm

Likewise, the Hierarchies algorithm Fig. 4 aims to return all possible hierarchies

defined for a commonly, but differently defined, dimension.

The Hierarchies’ algorithm merges all hierarchies in one graph, and then finds

all possible paths from the leaf to the root nodes. When the graph has multiple bottom

leaves, the DW expert must choose one, e.g. in “F1” model of Fig. 5b, the level “coor‐

dinates” was considered as the lowest level (lower than the level “Altitude”) of the

enriched hierarchy of the dimension “Location”.



Fig. 5. Solving differences and similarities of requirements step example

To conclude, this step allows proposing useful dimensions and hierarchies

that volunteers have unintentionally forgotten or consciously ignored, i.e. Differences

requirement issue, and use, when possible, the same multidimensional elements,

i.e. Similarities requirement issue.

3.3 Collaborative Resolution of Requirements Conflicts

The aim of this step is to solve the conflicts engendered at the previous step by means

of another refinement of the previously obtained models (Sect. 3.2): Are the multidi‐

mensional elements added by the Solving Differences and Similarities of requirements

step needed by all volunteers? The refinement is provided by the Collaborative design

algorithm (Fig. 6), where the committers express their recommendations for each multi‐

dimensional element according to some criteria concerning their utility and usability.

The algorithm finds a consensus among committers, and returns the agreed models. In

the following, we firstly describe the algorithm, and then we explain the objective of

each used method.



input: Cube c

output Cube c

1:  Let I the set of indicators of c;

2:  Let D the set of dimensions of c;

3:  SetConfidenceLevel(c);

4:  I’=VoteIndicators(I);

5:  if I’ is empty then return;

6: ForEach indicator i of I not in I’ 

do

7:       delete i from c;

8:    endFor

9: endif

10:  D’=RankDimensions(D); //rank 

dimensions

11    CleanIndicators(D’,D) ;

12:  D’’=VoteHierarchies(D’);

13:     CleanIndicators(D’’,D’) ;

14:  ForEach dimension d of D’’ do

15:        

flag=VoteCubeDimensionUsability(d);

16: if flag is false then 

CleanIndicators(d,D’’) 

17: endFor

18: VoteImplementationCube(c);Return c;

Procedure CleanIndicators

Input set of Dimension D’ subset of 

D

1: ForEach dimension d of D not in

D’ do

2:    delete d from c;

3:    delete all Holistic indicators 

from c;

4: endFor

Fig. 6. Collaborative resolution of requirements conflicts algorithm

Collaborative resolution of requirements conflicts algorithm: using the method

‘SetConfidenceLevel’ of Table 1 (Fig. 6-Line 3), committers define a confidence level

for the cube according to their skills in the cube’s application domain. This confidence

level prioritizes the choices of committers with most appropriate skills regarding the

under evaluation cube e.g. a committer specialized in ecology, sets his/her confidence

level for the cube ‘Behaviour’ in Fig. 7a to “High”.

Table 1. Resolution of requirements conflicts methods

For each committer Input Output Method Criteria

SetConfidenceLevel Cube Conf- level auto-

evaluation

Application skilled

VoteIndicators Indicators Indicators Vote (Borda) Indicator is useful

RankDimensions Dimensions Dims rank Vote (Borda) Dimension is useful

VoteHierarchies Dimension

hierarchies

Dims rank Multicriteria

(Weighted

avg)

- Hierarchies richness

- Fact-dim is accurate

VoteCubeDimensionUsa

bility

Dimension Dimension Vote

(Majority)

Cube with dimension

is usable

VoteImplementationCube Cube Finale cube Vote

(Majority)

Cube must be

implemented



Fig. 7. Collaborative resolution of requirements conflicts example

Then, the committers evaluate the analysis relevance of each indicator in order

to remove useless indicators from the final cube by the method ‘VoteIndicators’

of Table 1 (Fig. 6-Line 4). As an example, all committers estimate that “behaviour +

Min” is not a relevant indicator, therefore, it is removed (Fig. 7a).

Afterwards, if at least one indicator is kept after the previous vote procedure,

the committers evaluate the analysis relevance of each dimension in order to remove the

useless dimensions, using the method ‘RankDimensions’ of the Table 1 (Fig. 6-Line

10), e.g. committer1 considers relevant all but “Users” dimension, then it’s removed

(Fig. 7b). Note that holistic indicators [12] are removed when a dimension is not kept

after the vote procedure (Fig. 6-Line 11) since this type of indicators becomes erroneous

when it haven’t access to the finest level of granularity after a dimension’s removal. For

other indicators (i.e. distributive and algebraic) the dimension elimination does not pose

problems since measures can be aggregated on its ‘All’ member, and then reused for

other aggregations (such as materialized views [12]).

Once all useless dimensions are gotten rid of, the committers must evaluate each

retained dimension according to its hierarchies’ richness and the accuracy of its lowest

level of granularity, that is done by the method ‘VoteHierarchies’ of Table 1 (Fig. 6-

Line 12). In our case study for example, the committers agreed that all the dimensions’

hierarchies are well defined. Let us note that, this method eliminates the dimension if

all its hierarchies are eliminated. Indeed, with the ‘VoteCubeDimensionUsability’

method of Table 1 (Fig. 6-Line 15) the committers must evaluate the usability of the

cube with every dimensions [20], since it is well known that the number of used dimen‐

sions affects the usability of the cube, and so the decision-making process. For that goal,

the algorithm, starting from the most important dimension, adds dimensions consecu‐

tively to the cube showing each time the resulting cube to committers. In this way,

committers, exploring the cube with the new added dimension, decide of its usability,

and thus to keep it or not.

Finally, the committers vote the implementation of the resulting cube made

with ‘VoteImplementationCube’ method of Table 1 (Fig. 6-Line 18).

Methods description: The Table 1 illustrates the methods used by the Collaborative

resolution of requirements conflicts algorithm.

‘VoteIndicators’ and ‘RankDimensions’, use a vote procedure with the Borda calcu‐

lation method [16], since they have only one criterion. The ‘VoteHierarchies’ uses a

weighted sum aggregation operator as well as a weighted sum, since it a multicriteria



approach. Finally, the ‘VoteCubeDimensionUsability’ and ‘VoteImplementationCube’

use a majority vote since a boolean result is needed.

At this point, the obtained cube is composed of only usable, useful and well-formed

dimensions, and with useful indicators.

In the following, we describe the different criteria used by the methods. “Indicator

is useful” and “Dimension is useful” [5] are used to evaluate the necessity of indicators

and dimensions for the decision-making goal. For the ‘VoteHirarchies’, since the right

OLAP analysis does not only depend on the presence of a dimension, but also on its

levels, we have defined the criteria: (i) “Fact-dimension is accurate”, which represents

whether or not the factual data are stored at the convenient dimension’s granularity, and

(ii) “The hierarchies of the dimension are rich enough”, which means that sufficient

aggregation possibilities exists over the dimension. “Cube with dimension is usable” [5,

20] is used to check the degree of usability of the cube using each dimension, and finally

“Cube must be implemented” corresponds to the evaluation of the users’ satisfaction

about the obtained cube [5]. Let us note that we have used a scoring scale of [1–5] for

all our GDSS evaluations.

4 Implementation and Validation

4.1 Implementation

The methodology has been implemented in a Relational OLAP architecture composed

of Postgres as DBMS, Mondrian as OLAP server, and JRubik as OLAP client.

We use the ProtOLAP system for the first step of our methodology. ProtOLAP takes

as input an UML model defined using ICSOLAP UML profile for SOLAP [3], which is

implemented in the CASE tool MagicDraw. It automatically creates the SQL scripts for

Postgres (tables creation and data insertion) and XML configuration Mondrian files. The

collaborative design has been carried out by the GRUS system [19]. With a voting-

oriented approach as well as a Multi-Criteria approach, we defined a specific group

decision-making process. During the voting-oriented approach, users participated to

GRUS system and sorted the alternative elements in order of their preferences. For the

Multi-Criteria approach, participants gave to every element a mark based on each

criteria. The system then, returned a report of results. Finally, it is important to underline

that GRUS is a web-based system that allows asynchronous processes. Therefore, it is

well adapted to our committers that are geographically located in different places, and

work at different time.

4.2 Experiments and Validation

For the validation of our proposal, we engaged four volunteers with different skills, and

we have identified four committers.

For the validation of the first step (Sect. 3.1) using ProtOLAP, we have counted

the number of meetings between volunteers and DW designers and their duration.

The time of implementing a DW prototype with ProtOLAP is negligible, since it is only

a few minutes task. In average, there are three meetings by volunteer and each is one



hour long. Therefore, we can conclude that only when the number of volunteers is small,

the usage of the ProtOLAP methodology is possible. When the number of volunteers

becomes significant, a new methodology must be provided to allow volunteers defining

themselves their OLAP models without the intervention of DW designers.

To validate the proposed collaborative resolution of requirements conflicts meth‐

odology (Sect. 3.3), we considered one cube defined with one ornithology decision-

maker, which corresponds exactly to the experts’ needs. Then, we have modified it by

adding some dimensions and indicators that the ornithologist considers useless. In this

way, we obtained a degraded cube. In particular, we have added a dimension “Users”,

and the indicator “Max behaviour”. Finally, we submitted this cube to committers, and

we tested whether or not using our design methodology, committers will be able to obtain

the original ‘good’ cube. The experiments validated our methodology, since ‘VoteIn‐

dicators’ effectively classified “Max behaviour” as the last important indicator and the

‘RankDimensions’ function eliminated the “Users” dimension (with only 7.7% of votes).

In GRUS, the Borda calculation method does not eliminate alternatives, and then we

have chosen for each vote method a threshold for eliminating the multidimensional

elements. For example, for ‘RankDimensions’ 10% or under would be eliminated. All

other methods kept the other multidimensional elements. In this way, the exact original

cube was returned by the end of the collaborative step.

Finally, since committers are not employed by the project and then they cannot spend

too much time, it is important to note that the complete collaborative process has taken

less than one hour, and it has been done during one meeting.

5 Related Work

(S) DWs design has been investigated in several works [7, 15]. Three types of approaches

have been defined: (i) methods based on user specification (user-driven approach), which

define the DW schema using users requirements only (i.e. analysis needs); (ii) methods

based on data sources (data-driven approach), where the multidimensional schema is

automatically derived from the data sources; (iii) mixed methods (hybrid approach),

which merges data-driven and user-driven methodologies. it has been widely recognized

that mixed approaches are the most effective for the design of successful DW projects.

They provide mechanisms to map and validate users’ requirements on data sources, and

output a model [7]. However, as previously described in Sect. 1, they are not appropriate

for our vision since they do not provide collaborative support needed to solve conflicts

of requirements. Indeed, although conflicts management during the requirement elici‐

tation phase has been explored in several domains [9], this software engineering theory

has not yet been applied to the DW design. To the best of our knowledge, only [6]

provides an agile questionnaire-based methodology to help decision-makers to work

together in the conception of the DWs, but this approach is not supported by a computer

tool. Contrary to DWs, users participation to design and collaborative design method‐

ologies has been adopted in other fields (such as in GIS [8], to aid in mitigating semantic

coherence, in socio-material design [10], e-learning, etc.). For the similarities and

differences among users’ requirements, several approaches for DW schema mapping



and similarities have been proposed in literature (such as [1]), but they are too much

complex to be used in our proposal, since, contrary to existing approaches, in our context

all models are defined from the same source of data.

Existing computer tools for collecting analysis needs within user-driven approaches

are formalized using complex formalisms [7, 15], or query languages (i.e. SQL, MDX,

etc.). However, in our approach with ProtOLAP we use the same approach of [11] that

formalizes requirements as pivot tables. This allows us to use pivot tables (i.e. cubes

prototypes) to represent requirements but also to elicit them. Indeed, about the elicitation

of multidimensional requirements, apart from manual approaches (meetings, reports,

etc.), some existing works provide automatic tools for translating requirements defined

in natural language into models [22]. Nevertheless, they require that decision-makers

are OLAP skilled users, which is obviously not true for volunteers.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we propose new collaborative DW design methodology that allows

involving volunteers in the definition of analysis needs over VGI data. Our methodology

allows DW and OLAP unskilled volunteers to participate to the design process. We

implement the methodology and validate it using a real farmland biodiversity case study,

thus, a better assessment would be by applying it on a case study in which, different

volunteers with conflicting models can attend the collaborative evaluation step to vali‐

date the effectiveness of the conflicts resolution.

Our current work is dedicated to apply the collaborative methodology also on hier‐

archies’ definition and to test other group decision methods. Moreover, with ProtOLAP,

DW experts must assist volunteers in the elicitation process, which becomes impossible

in a large-scale requirements crowdsourcing scenario. Then, our future work is to

provide a user-friendly visual language based on the pivot table metaphor for the multi‐

dimensional requirements elicitation step. Finally, we will extend criteria used by our

collaborative approach according to qualitative metrics defined for DW user satisfaction,

as in [5], as well as integrating some quantitative ones such as what [20] highlighted.
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